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For more than a year, Hillary Clinton has laid out an ambitious agenda to improve the lives of the
American people and make our country stronger and safer. Stronger Together presents that agenda
in full, relating stories from the American people and outlining the Clinton/Kaine campaign's plans
on everything from apprenticeships to the Zika virus, including: Building an economy that works for
everyone, not just those at the top Making the biggest investment in good-paying jobs since World
War II, including infrastructure, manufacturing, clean energy, and small business Making debt-free
college a reality and tackling the student debt crisis Defeating ISIS, strengthening our alliances, and
keeping our military strong Breaking down the barriers that hold Americans back by reforming our
broken immigration system, ending mass incarceration, protecting voting rights, and fixing our
campaign finance system Putting families first through universal, affordable health care; paid family
and medical leave; and affordable child care Stronger Together offers specific solutions and a bold
vision for building a more perfect union.
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I was going to read this book.....I really was. But just as I got started, I found myself under sniper
fire, passed out, and fell and hit my head. After that I got double vision and had to wear glasses that
were so damn thick I couldn't even see to read. Then I had an allergic reaction to something and
started coughing so hard I spit out what looked like a couple of lizard's eyeballs, my limbs locked up,
and I passed out and fell down again, waking up only to find out I had been diagnosed with

pneumonia 2 days earlier. Somehow I managed to power through it all, but it's a good thing I was
able to make a small fortune on this random small trade in the commodities market (cattle futures or
some such thing) and then, miracle of all miracles, a few banks offered me a few million to just talk
to their employees for a few minutes - and all that really helped out because I swear I was dead
broke and couldn't figure out how I was gonna come up with the 6 bucks to pay for this book, let
alone pay the $1,500 for my health insurance this month. I still want to read it, but, honestly, what
difference at this point does it make? I hear it sucks anyway.

I have to start by saying I am a registered independent voter, and more importantly, a life-long
independent thinker. I have voted for more D's than R's in my life, as well as several third-party
candidates. This is the lamest, weakest, most politically-absurd book ever written, as far as I know.
Save your money for food for your family just in case she is elected.

I was pretty disappointed with this book. When the subject of the book is one of greatest criminals in
American history I was really hoping for more.Anyone can be a criminal, but how do you become
the GREATEST criminal? that is what readers really want to know.A step-by-step guide on how to
monetize political influence, how to flaunt criminal behavior and even daringly project ones own
criminal behavior onto other people -- specifically other political opponents -- is what I, and I think I
can speak for everyone, would really want from Hillary.For example, How do I get the head of the
FBI to conjure up non-existent legal standards for my law breaking? What kind of dirt do I need on
the FBI for the head of the organization to lie under oath about the need for "intent" to mishandle
classified information when an intent requirement is nowhere to be found for this law? Furthermore,
how do I get the FBI director to look the other way from the obvious intent of setting up the server in
the first place, telling staffers to remove classified headings, telling the company monitoring my
server to use bleachbit to delete all the emails AFTER getting a subpoena? This is truly
groundbreaking criminal excellence that needs to be explained and shared. Hillary claims to be
about fairness so her keeping all these tips to herself isn't very "fair" to the rest of us aspiring
criminals.How about a step-by-step explanation for how I can project my illegal dealings with the
Russians into a negative narrative for my political opponent? Hillary was able to sell 25% of an
American strategic mineral (uranium) while coincidentally receiving a large donation to her
foundation from people associated to the deal and the Russian company purchasing the large stake
of US uranium, but that is not all! Hillary's husband went to Russia to give an AMAZING speech at a
russian gov owned bank, I don't really know if it was amazing but I imagine it had to be for them to

be willing to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars for a 45-90 min speech wink wink. Yet despite all
this obviously nefarious and clearly dangerous for US Nat security behavior Hillary has successfully
been able to shift her Russian ties onto her political opponent, another incredible feat!How is it
done?How can we do it?5 stars when I can get those answers!

If three words could sum up this work of unbridled fiction it would be "Basket of Deplorable."Quite
frankly, I have never read more self-entitled dribble. I ended up passing out and had to be dragged
into my bed, ended up losing a shoe.Do not recommend.

I got a copy of this book from someone in my office. First, I don't know why Kaine is giving the Nazi
salute on the cover. I couldn't get past the first third off the book before realizing that she is actually
charging people to read her ideas and Trump gives specific policy information on his website for
free. Even though I didn't pay for the book, I want my money back.

What a horrible book. I got brain damage after 4 pages and lost my shoe

How are we to believe that the book was written by Mrs. Clinton and Mr. Kaine? They've been a bit
busy lately. Obviously ghost-written campaign drivel. If she really believes we're "stronger together"
perhaps she should stop dividing us. Not calling her opponent's supporters "deplorable" might be a
good start.

The chapter where Hillbilly talks about her battle with Parkinson's Disease was difficult to read.
Difficult because it was missing from the book.
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